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What is Greatnessity?

A skill development training company that provides a system to train you to become a world class 
footballer in just 3 months. Our Value Propositon is: Become world class at almost anything in 90 
days & live out your dreams. Mission Statement: We teach you how to become world class at almost 
anything in 90 days & live out your dreams. Tag Line: Be the truth in the game. we have developed 
the science of Neuroplastcity and becoming great, world class at almost anything in 90 days through 
5 years of concentrated study for 2 Phds. We have built the science on this and progressed 
humankind into a new age where you can become world class at anything in 90 days & live out your 
dreams. 

Our Founder, Mathew Williams, became a world class athlete in 90 days using the Player System and 
discovered a novel, unique, patent pending process for making you world class at almost anything in 
90 days. This is the best way for you to achieve your goals and live the life you have always imagined. 
The science on this is contained in over 15,000 pages of research and a dissertaton on the best 
practces for achieving world class greatness throughout human history. 

This company is the culminaton of that research and the capstone on a lifetme of work. 

Our Founder, Mathew Williams, became a world class athlete in 90 days in 2008, He became one in 
90 days using his innovatve system the Couched Lance & learned how to score goals at will. Using the
Couched Lance he scored over 96,000 goals in 90 days. 

Afer this he set out to build a playing & coaching system that would allow him to beat any football 
club in the world. He watched & analyzed multple games a day, at least 5 days a week for 5 years to 
develop his innovatve tactcs system 3 Formatons. He studied every single football formaton & 
playing system out there & took the best practces for the best of the best European football clubs to 
build 3 Formatons. He has analyzed over 2,600 games to prove what works, what doesn’t work, how 
to dominate every game, & how to beat any team.

 

Next he started trying out for professional football clubs to prove my systems work & can change the 
sports world.

 

Today he have 2 ofers to play pro football in Europe. His 2 ofers are from a 2nd division football club 
in Bulgaria & a 3rd division football club in Greece. He will turn this into a 20-year career playing pro 
football in Europe. 

Since 2010, He has been a world class artst. He became one in 90 days using his innovatve system 
the Machine Line & learned how to create world class works of art at will. Using the Writng Machine 
he compiled over 15,000 pages of research, wrote a 2,400 page study, & wrote two 200 page books in
5 years. 



Afer this he set out to build an artst training company that would allow him to train anyone to 
become one of the best artsts in the world. He studied & analyzed multple diferent methods of 
teaching & practcing. He studied every single skill training system out there & took the best practces 
for the best of the best artsts to build this company. He has analyzed over 15,000 pages of research 
to prove what works, what doesn’t work, how to dominate the art game, & how to sell your art. 

Next he started shopping 1 of his books to publishers to prove his systems work & can change the art 
world. 

Today he has 2 book deals to publish his book, 3 Formatons. His 2 book deals are 1 ofer to publish 
with Page Publishing a premier publishing house in New York City & an open invitaton to publish from
Xlibris. He will turn this into an internatonal bestseller. 

Since 2008 he has been a world class scientst. He built the science on Neuroplastcity and further 
progressed humankind's understanding of Neuroscience. He discovered 2 physical forces in his 
research. He qualifed and quantfed them. He built the proofs on them and built a designed 
experiment on the market to prove the proofs. His proofs were proven correct in 2014. He will 

publish his research and do his best to win the Nobel Prize in Physics. 

He established an entre new branch of science and mathematcally and scientfcally proved his 
research on Neuroplastcity and Physics over 5 years. 

Since 2008 he has been a world class entrepreneur. He became one in 3 months using my innovatve 
system the Industrial Online Course. Using the Industrial he has been able to build 7 companies from 
scratch. He has developed the intellectual property, built the products, built the websites, hired the 
teams, grown, and scaled the companies and taken them to success. 

His companies use groundbreaking technology, systems, and the best practces from industry leaders 
to take signifcant market share and he can show you how too.

 

Success, world class talent, greatness -- these are not magical things only atainable for a few people. 
These are things brought about through science, math, and systems that allow you to achieve success.
Success, world class talent, and greatness are not only quantfable -- they can be broken down into 
small units of acton that will allow you to achieve tremendous results. Hard work leads to progress 
and progress leads to dramatc results. Positve acton can be turned into habits and habits compound
into results that take you to your goals as well. You can achieve all of your goals by outworking (going 
harder, smarter, and faster than) everyone else. 



Why is Greatnessity Unique?

Greatnessity ofers an efcient way for you to develop your game to the level of a world-class 
producer. The Founder has invented a training system, it is a system of natural processes that trains 
the mind and body through muscle memory training to recognize optons and execute in milliseconds 
all of the techniques in the game. The Greatnessity training system trains you to become a world-class
producer in just 3 months!  All industries rely on this kind of muscle memory training to maintain peak
performance levels. Skill development and analysis is the lifeblood that all industries depend on. In 
order to gain compettve advantage all companies must have the most efcient methods of skill 
development and analysis. This is what Greatnessity provides. In additon the Founder has compiled 
over the past 7 years a lot of data, research, and analysis on the football marketplace, specifcally 
player development and analysis as well as tactcs, strategy, and long-term positoning of football 
clubs. This research has culminated in a writen system on work, consumerism, and football systems 
writen as an operatng manual for football clubs. This allows Footballer to provide a training system, 
powerful business system, and playing and coaching system proven by the market to ensure the best 
success. Our Founder has received a publishing deal with Page Publishing to publish the playing and 
coaching system the Original 3 Formatons. We have also started an online hospital called Health & 
Fitness where we use techniques from Traditonal Chinese Medicine and a doctor trained in TCM to 
cure pain and illness. Traditonal Chinese Medicine is thousands of years ahead of western medicine 
and our diferentator in the market is that we can cure your pain and illness with TCM. We are also 
building a cryptocurrency coins swap, decentralized exchange, and NFT marketplace all ted to a 
mission – building a world where everyone does what they love with world class ability and lives out 
their dreams. We are devotng a signifcant amount of the revenue created from this project to 
actvely making that world a reality.

The Market

The Neuroplastcity marketplace is an exponentally growing feld in a game that is exploding 
worldwide. In order to capitalize on the growth companies are constantly developing technologies 
and scoutng networks that scout, train, and develop their assets into top producers. 

Who is Buying?

Everyone who plays sports wants to play like Lionel Messi, Tom Brady, or LeBron James. Everyone 
who makes art wants to make art like J.K. Rowling, the Beatles, and Andy Warhol. Everyone who owns
a company wants to build a company like Jef Bezos and Steve Jobs. All of these consumers need 
products like the ones Greatnessity provides to drive them to success and train them to the level of a 
world class producer. All of the major sports clubs in the game have sophistcated scoutng networks 
that rely on the smaller ball clubs in their market to develop the ballplayers and then buy the fnished 
or near-fnished player. Very few of them develop the players within their own academies and are 
then able to bring those players into the frst team. The game has become since the 1990s a mass 
entertainment source that relies on consumer psychology and brand strategy to deliver a great 
product to consumers and result in high-velocity sales. The major football clubs need complete 



players however and are having a harder and harder tme fnding them in a crowded marketplace. 
This same dynamic is true for the arts and business.

Pure Innovaton in the Game

Greatnessity provides technical, tactcal, and long-term strategy directon for consumers and 
companies to dominate their rivals and further entrench themselves as the bastons of power in their 
markets. This is the advantage all talented producers and companies are looking for. We develop the 
game of anyone to the level of a world class producer using a system proven by the market to deliver 
the best success. This allows everyone to achieve their goals. The game is about who can cultvate the 
most efcient and streamlined processes for developing complete assets that allow them to win in 
the marketplace. We can build world class producers in 90 days faster and more efciently than it 
used to take.

Marketng Strategy

Greatnessity’s principal focus B2B is to develop world class producers (B2B). B2C we are targetng 
consumers age 5-18 and parents to buy our products through e-commerce on our website and paid 
ads. Our principal focus here is to provide the platorm that lets kids achieve their dreams and goals 
simply and easily. Greatnessity will use the following methods in its marketng plan:

1. Create a company brand – Greatnessity's brand is the name and logo of Greatnessity that, 

when used in combinaton with each other, allows Greatnessity to be immediately 

identfable within its target market. 

2. Dominate the target market -- through innovatve skill development processes 

Greatnessity will gain signifcant tracton with the industry leaders to allow the company, 

as a frst mover, to bring in clients that need our expertse in scoutng, analyzing, and 

developing the assets that will allow them to be successful and reach all of their own 

target goals. B2C by providing a simple and easy system for taking anyone from any level 

to world class in 3 months allowing them to achieve their dreams and goals. By doing this 

our network will spread exponentally and our brand will grow through word of mouth 

together with the channels in our Marketng Plan.

3. Develop Customer Loyalty Programs – by building a list of clientele and providing services 

that they need and lead them to success Greatnessity ensures repeat customers.

4. Expansion – Greatnessity will expand into 90 day Neuroplastcity training systems for all 

ball sports and extreme sports, owning professional sports teams, sponsorship, and 

acquisitons of companies that grow our brand and ft our global strategy.

Marketng Plan



-Preselling:
Gain thousands of followers on social media. 
Follow James Altucher’s preselling plan

-Professional Marketng Plan: 
Email content marketng campaign 
All sports, arts, and business newsleters and magazines 
All coaches doing coaching seminars 
All people doing sports, arts, and business tactcs, coaching, player development books and selling 
direct or online 
Every tryout have a booth in the parking lot of the stadium selling our products 
Become recommended dealer 
Fund regional events with other iconic speakers (former pro athletes, artsts, and entrepreneurs) we 
pay for. - Give all profts back to speakers and leverage them as investors/for investors. 

-Consumer Marketng Plan:
Email all youth sports, arts, business clubs content marketng.
Paid ads.
Advertse on all social media. 
Advertse in television, internet, print (sports, arts, business magazines), press, social, and movie 
theater media. Marketng and advertsing Greatnessity's products through these channels will result 
in mass consumpton and mass producton. We want Greatnessity to be a brand name in every 
household in the United States and the world.
Leverage Mathew Williams, our Founder’s, play for a pro team to launch a celebrity brand and grow 
the company through leveraged sales.

Business Model

Skill development and analysis is the business! By charging a premium for these services Footballer 
will make a proft and help their customers achieve and sustain near and long-term goals.

We will sell the Industrial System, our fagship B2B product, for $992 (currently $99), the Player and 
Machine Line Systems our digital products for sports and the arts for $995 (currently $39), the Player 
System with the Lance System our physical sports products for $997 (currently $189), the Lance 
System our physical soccer products for $999 (currently $199), and the Drive System our physical auto
racing product for $2,099 (currently $209).

We sell products through the website: htps://greatnessity.com , paid ads, social media, afliate 
marketng, appointments seters, and sales closers.

Mathew has 2 conditonal ofers from a 2nd division football club in Bulgaria – FC Lokomotv Sofa and 
a 3rd division football club in Greece – Aiolikos FC. He will turn this into a 20 year pro football career in 
Europe. He is much beter than the competton so it should be easy. He will leverage his play for a 
pro team into launching a celebrity brand and grow the company with leveraged sales.

https://greatnessity.com/


Our soluton is to have people use the same workouts that took Mathew to a professional football 
career in Europe. Become a world class producer in 90 days, make the team, & live out your dreams. 
Mathew did this and you can too.

Once Greatnessity is generatng revenue yearly it will have positve cash fow and be primed and 
ready to dominate the player development and player analysis market for decades.

Sales

We pivoted our business model from atemptng to raise the funding to buy a 3rd division football club
in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil to this business model teaching kids to become world class footballers in 90 
days in 2016. We made our frst sale in July 2018. We have made sales since then from running ads 
online and made $109. With $50 coming in the last 6 months. We have a lot of engagement and 
messages from our ads. We know we are on the verge of the adopton stage and just need funding, 
leveraging Mathew’s pro football career, and advertsing to hit the adopton stage. We merged all of 
our Neuroplastcity companies into 1 company in March of 2021. This new company has generated 
$78 in sales since March 2021.

Timeline 

Gain market foothold by August 2022
Client list of majors by August 2023

Financing
 
Greatnessity, Inc. is seeking $15M from investors for the following in exchange for 10% equity in 
Greatnessity:

Patents – $30k

Hiring A Team & Paying Salaries – $2M

Marketng – $8M

Startup Costs – $2M

ROI

Facebook and Instagram ads have been producing 3-4 sales a month when we run ads at a $2-$3/day 
ad spend. We are currently spending about $20/month to get 1 sale. With $150k we could dedicate 
$80k to marketng with Facebook and Instagram ads to start out using Facebook's push advertsing 
strategy. Startng out with a $1k/month ad spend can realistcally result in $1,950 in revenue a month 
from a $39 product with a return on ad spend at $20/1 sale. At $1,000 that's about 50 sales a month. 



Ramping this up to make it more proftable for us at $2,000/month ad spend and 100 sales a month 
will result in $3,900 in revenue a month from a $39 product. We also have products that cost $99 (our
$29 Industrial Online Course is increasing in price to $99 very soon), $189, $199, and $209. $39 is our 
front end, startng price point. If we factor in sales of our $99 business training system and $189 each 
for our soccer, American football, and rugby training systems at 30 sales of the $99 Industrial Online 
Course and 30 sales of the $189 Player System with the Lance System and Lance System products, 
along with 40 sales of the $39 Mark Series and Machine Line systems – we reach $10,200 in revenue a
month from a $2,000/month ad spend. $5,100/month in revenue from a $1,000 ad spend. Projectng 
for scaling this ad spend at $4,000/month ad spend revenue should be $20,400/month and at 
$6,000/month ad spend revenue should be $30,600/month. At 4,000/month ad spend Greatnessity 
will burn through $48,000/year in advertsing spend from the $150,000 investment and make about 
$244,800/year. This should happen in the frst 12 months. Doubling our ad spend to $8,000/month 
with a budget taken out of the revenue we made the previous year, in year 2 we should make 
$40,800/month and $489,600/year spending $96,000/year in ad spend. So a roughly 5x return on ad 
spend. Your money will go directly into securing patents and marketng that will be used to generate 
sales through paid ads. At 3% equity in the company you will see a return of $7,344 in year 1, $14,688 
in year 2, etc. Our company can reach a realistc valuaton of $400 billion in 10-20 years. At that tme 
your return on investment on $400 billion would be $12 billion.

We also plan to raise the price of our products that cost $99 (to $992), $189 (to $997), $199 (to $999),
and $209 (to $2,099). $39 (increasing to $995) is our front end, startng price point. If we factor in 
sales of our $992 business training system and $997 each for our soccer, American football, and rugby
training systems at 30 sales of the $992 Industrial Online Course and 30 sales of the $997 Player 
System with the Lance System and Lance System products, along with 40 sales of the $995 Mark 
Series and Machine Line systems – we reach $99,470 in revenue a month from a $2,000/month ad 
spend. $49,735/month in revenue from a $1,000/month ad spend. Projectng for scaling this ad spend
at $4,000/month ad spend revenue should be $198,940/month and at $6,000/month ad spend 
revenue should be $298,410/month. At 4,000/month ad spend Greatnessity will burn through 
$48,000/year in advertsing spend from the $8M Marketng budget and make about $2,387,280/year. 
This should happen in the frst 12 months. Doubling our ad spend to $8,000/month with a budget 
taken out of the revenue we made the previous year, in year 2 we should make $397,880/month and 
$4,774,560/year spending $96,000/year in ad spend. So a roughly 49x return on ad spend. Your 
money will go directly into securing patents and marketng that will be used to generate sales through
paid ads. At 10% equity in the company you will see a return of $238,728 in year 1, $477,456 in year 
2, etc. Our company can reach a realistc valuaton of $1.9 trillion in 20 years. At that tme your return 
on investment on $1.9 trillion would be $198 billion.

About the Founder:

Mathew Williams brings 13 years of business development experience to Greatnessity Inc.; in 
additon to market intelligence, market economics, global economics, research, strategy, training, and
data analysis experience.

He has worked for Batleship Ventures, a parent company for 4 companies owned by Mathew, as the
President and CEO for 13 years. He has also worked as a Digital Marketng Specialist for Logical 



Positon, a Digital Marketng Agency, and as the Personal Assistant to the President of Flow 
Connecton, a cryptocurrency company. He has previously worked for Blue Raven Solar as a Solar 
Consultant selling solar panels for no out of pocket cost to the homeowner. He also worked as the 
Personal Assistant to the CEO at Warner Development a privately held management 
training/consultng frm for the pharmaceutcal industry.

Mathew graduated from Villanova with a degree in Liberal Arts.


